The Basis of Future Operations
having been prepared for the change in peace time or during the first two years of the war, G.H.Q., however, had to act in a situation where those ideal conditions were not present.
It is always the same. At first nothing adequate is done; the critics complain, but have no specific details to attack. But as soon as something is done, something constructive brought into being—even if it is really a great piece of organization— the critic has something on which he can really fasten, Often enough he is right. It is easy to be wise after the event. Inaction and neglect are always the worst offences, worse than mistakes of method. The Hindenburg programme did really become a programme, and it achieved more than the other parts of the great scheme, in which we had no say.
We got our industries going at last. The Hindenburg programme was carried through, thanks to the Munitions Production Office created out of the Ordnance Department. This Office was under the control of General Coupette, who was especially concerned with technical and industrial questions; he had the assistance of his two important and resolute Chiefs of Staff, Major Stadtlaender and Colonel Wurtzbacher. The Army knows well what it owes to this Office and the men at its head.
Our industry backed up the fighting forces. It will always have the honour and credit of that. Once it was made clear what demands were to be made on it, it got to work on its task with characteristic energy, and gave ever better and better results. That it ensured to itself a correspondingly high reward from the Government was only reasonable, in view of the great risk and the large capital outlay involved in fulfilling our demands; just as reasonable, in fact, as the workers' right to good wages. I opposed all extravagance and selfishness in the soldiers' interests. It was the duty of the Government to ensure by all necessary measures that our economic position was not made any worse by the enormous demands of the Hindenburg programme. Taxation could only serve as a partial remedy. Profiteering was the deadliest sin, and our inability to eradicate it was a matter of the greatest regret to me from the point of view of moral at home and in the field. I made repeated efforts to put a stop to

